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Start Your Engines the Right—
No,Make That the Left—Way

NEWBIE PORSCHE owners may
experience brief disorientation. It
could take a few mornings to get
used to the German luxury-sport
cars’ ignition switch being to the
left of the steering wheel, out-
board of the driving position, not
inboard like every other make of
car in the known universe.

What’s the deal there? Most
Porsche drivers would probably tell
you the story their dealers told
them: The outboard-placed ignition
keylock (now the Start/Stop switch)
was a racing innovation. Up until
1970, the 24 Hours of Le Mans en-
durance race employed a running
start, when competitors would
sprint across the track, jump in
their cars and roar away. The igni-
tion switch on the left allowed a
Porsche driver to start the car while
shifting into gear and steering off.

As origin stories go, that’s
pretty good. It has the virtue of be-
ing plausible. You can see how the

outboard switch might save a
driver a couple of valuable seconds
in a Le Mans-style start—and it
serves the legend that everything
about Porsche cars is honed by
competitive motorsports, right
down to the ignition switch.
Porsche has legitimately owned en-
durance racing for the last half-
century, winning Le Mans a record
19 times. The switch merely pro-
vides an opportunity for a sales as-
sociate to expound upon the same.

But that’s not quite how it went
down. My source in this matter is
unusually good. In August 2008 I
drove the Porsche 356-001 (1948), a
tube-frame, mid-engine prototype
built by Ferry Porsche—son of Fer-
dinand Porsche—during the com-
pany’s postwar exile in Gmund,
Austria. The Ur-Porsche’s ignition
switch, cannibalized from a VW, is
indeed on the left of the cockpit;
but as then-Porsche Museum cura-
tor and keeper of keys Klaus Bis-

THE DASHBOARD DASH
Drivers sprint to their cars
after the gun sounds at the
1950 24 Hours of Le Mans.
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ORIGIN OF AN ICON
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James Dean’s ill-fated 550 Spyder
(1955) and the 904/6 Carrera GTS
(1965), have their key-switches in-
board of the steering wheel. The
outboard position hasn’t always
been canon law.

It is now. Call it brand narra-
tive, design DNA, provenance,
echt. If Porsche were to build a car
with an inboard ignition switch

now, enthusiasts’ heads would ex-
plode in righteous, albeit mis-
guided indignation.

Most probably see the left-side
ignition as tribute to the motor-
sports legend Porsche became. I
prefer to let it remind me of the
sawmill days, when all that stood
between Porsche and oblivion was
a little length of wire.
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were quickly growing stale. He pivoted, working
with Krups to develop a countertop tap that
keeps brew—delivered in mini-kegs filled by 30
of the nation’s top craft breweries—cold, fresh
and delicious until the last pull. Available in ma-
jor cities, from $239, hopsy.beer —Aaron Stern

chof explained, its placement had
nothing to do with racing. In the
early Postwar period, when the
company amounted to a mere
handful of men hammering and
welding in an old sawmill, electrical
wire was scarce. Putting the switch
on the left “saved a little bit of
wire, a little bit of money,” Mr. Bis-
chof said, “and maybe 200 grams.”

Also contra the legend, the
keyed switch, sometimes accompa-
nied by a start button, moved
around in the early days. In the
Gmund Coupes (1948-51) the
switch occupies the center of the
dashboard—likely to be close to
the fuse box. But in the Reutter-
bodied 356 Cabriolet RHD (1951),
the first Porsche successfully im-
ported to the U.K., the ignition
switch is in the outboard position
(to the right in RHD cars).

Another untidy fact is that
many of the company’s most fa-
mous sports-racers, including

Since e-commerce can bring anything to one’s
doorstep, why not craft beer? That’s what
Berkeley M.B.A. student Sebastien Tron won-
dered in 2016 after happily sampling a selection
of local Bay Area beers. He co-founded Hopsy
to deliver growlers but realized his dud suds

Hop to It
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Running prodigy Golden Harper
first hacked his sneakers in
2009 after watching athletes
cram their toes into standard
shoes and suffer sneaker-in-
duced injuries. Aiming to widen
the toe box and shrink the heel,
Mr. Harper melted his sneakers
in a toaster oven until the glue
bubbled. He then molded them
by hand, creating the prototype
for his Altra shoes. His latest
model, the Torin 4, nails his vi-
sion, he said, “balancing the
low-impact, injury-free biome-
chanics of barefoot running,”
with needed support, so runners
can pursue their sport without
melting down. From $120, altra-
running.com —Ashley Mateo

Wiggle Your
Toes Freely

Escaping the Great Kanto earthquake that hit
Japan in 1923, Kichizo Yoshida stuffed his be-
longings in a sack, tied its ends and slung the
strings over his shoulder—thus crafting his first
backpack. The experience of surviving on what
he could carry made him realize bags could be

great tools—still a guiding principle for Porter-
Yoshida & Co. said president Teruyuki Yoshida.
It’s seen in the Tanker 2Way Boston Duffel,
crafted of the rugged nylon that lines U.S. Air
Force jackets—making it a lightweight, durable
stronghold. $395, yoshidakaban.com —L.S.

Stuff a
Gym Sock
In It
50

Devotees of McIntosh—the audio giant
recognized for amping up Woodstock
and rousing the Grateful Dead’s “Wall
of Sound”—might be surprised by its
back story. Its founders’ first triumph:
figuring out how to transmit the hold-
music Chicago residents heard while
waiting for an operator to connect their
calls. Sensing their powerful amps
could do more than just irritate people,
Frank McIntosh and Gordon Gow put
Muzak aside and homed in on what au-
dio nuts craved. In 1961, McIntosh’s
MC275 tube amplifier, engineered for
newfangled “stereo,” became the stan-
dard for clean, forceful sound. Though
transistors eliminated the need for
tubes, the MC275 persists as a sought-
after amp. $6,000, mcintoshlabs.com

The McIntosh MC275 Tube Amplifier

TURNING POINT Keys dangle left of the wheel in a 1964 Porsche 911.
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